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Translation: Making Resources Accessible 
SIL partners with communities through training and technical consultation on 
translations of health resources, Scripture texts, educational materials and more.

Vital health information translated in Africa
Local literacy partners recently gathered for a workshop hosted by SIL Senegal to translate 
information about the Ebola virus. Although awareness-raising campaigns were being 
broadcast on radio and television throughout the country, many people in rural villages 
don’t understand French or Wolof (the country’s two most widely-used languages) well 
enough to benefit from the information. Translators have now adapted an informational 
poster from the organization International SOS into seven local languages.

Read More

Translation training for speakers of sign languages
Deaf translators from two African countries learned foundational principles for clear, 
accurate and natural translation at an interactive workshop in Benin. As workshop 
participants translated an AIDS awareness resource, Kande’s Story, from French into the 
signed languages of Togo and Benin, they learned how to deal with unfamiliar concepts 
and difficult grammatical constructions.

One participant commented that the experience of translating had powerfully demonstrated 
the value of communication in his mother tongue.

Read More

Fredrick A. Boswell
Executive Director

80 Years of Learning Together
In 2014, SIL celebrated 80 years of learning about languages and serving the people who 
speak them. 

The 1934 photo below captures the profound privilege we’ve known from the very 
beginning of learning and serving alongside speakers of many of the world’s languages. 
At SIL’s first linguistic training camp, Joe Chicol (far left in photo)—a Cakchiquel speaker 
from Guatemala—both taught and sat in on some of the classes. This collaboration not 
only developed Joe’s capacity to serve his own community, but sowed seeds for future 
service to language communities in Guatemala and Mexico.

SIL has now collaborated with more than 1,600 language communities worldwide, as 
they have harnessed the power of local languages to affirm their identities, preserve 
their cultures, access resources, strengthen the quality of education, provide better 
healthcare, and promote economic opportunity and justice for their communities. All 
communities should be able to use the languages that reflect their culture and identity 
and pass them on to future generations.

This Annual Update highlights just a few ways SIL has been privileged to support 
language communities’ efforts in 2014, by sharing resources for translation, development 
of writing systems, language documentation and dictionary development. For more on  
these stories and others, visit our news archive at sil.org/about/news/2014.

It is our privilege to continue learning and growing together.

Translation of health materials 
into local languages equips 
families and communities with 
the knowledge they need to 
protect themselves from serious 
threats such as Ebola, bird flu 
and HIV/AIDS. With a writing 
system and mother-tongue 
literacy in place, communities 
can benefit from translation of 
a wide range of resources from 
other languages.

In a special program, the Solomon Islands National 
Parliament acknowledged the completion of the 
Kwaio New Testament and added a copy to the 
Parliament’s permanent display of translated 
Scriptures. On Easter weekend, Kwaio speakers 
gathered to celebrate the completed translation  
in Sinaragu Village, East Malaita.

Read More

The seeds of SIL’s past, 
current and future service 

are rooted in our belief that 
every language community 

should be able to harness 
the power of their language 

to preserve their heritage 
and access development.

http://www.sil.org/about/news/ebola-resources-translated-senegalese-languages
http://www.sil.org/resources/archives/60779
http://www.sil.org/about/news/deaf-translators-refine-translation-skills-interactive-workshop
http://www.sil.org/about/news/2014
http://www.sil.org/about/news/solomon-islands-national-parliament-recognizes-new-translation
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Writing Systems:  
A Foundation for Language Development
SIL works alongside communities to establish appropriate writing systems and find 
solutions to technical challenges, such as special characters and fonts for languages 
written from right to left.

Community takes strides toward language goals
In Nepal, members of the of Madhya-Purbiya Tharu community came together to develop 
a standard writing system for their language and a writer’s guide to support the creation 
of original work by local authors.

At a 2013 stakeholders’ meeting organized by Mother Tongue Centre Nepal (a local 
NGO with which SIL Nepal partners), community representatives determined that 
orthography development and dictionary development were the most urgent language 
development needs.

In 2014, the community made progress towards both goals: the orthography is being 
tested and refined and participants in a September dictionary workshop collected nearly 
23,000 words.

Read More

New writing system leads to new learning opportunities
Until recently, a Koch child’s first day of school was also his or her first experience of 
being totally immersed in the national language, Bangla. For ethnolinguistic minority 
children around the world, navigating the school experience in a language they don’t 
understand can be an insurmountable obstacle, leading to low achievement scores and 
high dropout rates.

To offer mother-tongue schooling, the community first had to agree on a system for 
writing the language. Over the last two years, the Koch language committee has worked 
on an alphabet and spelling rules for their language. Local teachers were part of the team 
that developed the collection of books and materials using the new writing system.

Read More

The Madhya-Purbiya Tharu 
language is written with the 

Devanagari script, which 
can be typed with the SIL-
designed Annapurna font.  

SIL fonts available at  
sil.org/resources

In a 1938 journal article,  
Kenneth L. Pike explored issues 

of writing system development 
and application to mother-

tongue education.

The Koch community of Bangladesh launched its 
first mother-tongue preschool program in 2014, 
offering Koch children a firm foundation for the 
rest of their schooling.

Now if we only speak [our language] it is sweet and good. But if we don't write it, eventually 
it will become increasingly murky and thin, to the point that it disappears. We talk on and on, 
and that is all there is. Whereas those who speak and write their languages, later on, there is still 
something left to show for it. There are footprints.

—Roni Bani, teacher, author and language development leader  
      in the Amarasi community of Indonesia

Collecting words using the Rapid Word Collection (RWC) strategy has helped us to preserve these words 
which were on the verge of extinction. —Gita Panjiyar, Madhya-Purbiya Tharu RWC Workshop participant

http://www.sil.org/about/news/community-nepal-takes-ownership-language-development
http://www.sil.org/about/news/bangladesh-new-writing-system-paves-way-learning
http://www.sil.org/resources
http://www.sil.org/story/our-language-sweet-and-good
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Dictionaries: Tools for Language Development 
SIL provides tools and training for dictionary making. Dictionaries support literacy 
efforts, serve as a resource for education and bolster a community’s pride in their 
language and cultural identity.

Dictionary-making workshops benefit communities
Kaansa speakers in Burkina Faso were among the five language communities that worked 
with SIL’s Dictionary & Lexicography Services team to conduct Rapid Word Collection 
(RWC) workshops in 2014. In the Solomon Islands, the Malango community hosted an RWC 
workshop of their own.

Key to the RWC approach is a questionnaire that prompts participants to think of words 
related to different topics (semantic domains). In many cases the draft is uploaded to 
Webonary.org, where the local team will continue to check and refine the content.

Read More

In India, RWC and data entry workshops were the final steps in a year-long training program 
for language development specialists from six language communities. Participants gained 
proficiency in RWC and in the use of the WeSay dictionary software as well as Keyman, 
which provides virtual keyboards for non-Roman scripts such as Devanagari and Bengali.

Read More

Documentation: Supporting Language Vitality
SIL offers training in language documentation. Preserving language and culture data 
supports linguistic vitality, cultural identity and stewardship of heritage resources. 

Language and culture documentation workshop
In June, the Language and Culture Documentation Workshop held in Texas, USA, equipped 
participants to document and archive their languages according to current best practices. 
An international group of participants from a variety of professional backgrounds gained 
hands-on experience in documentation methods, including audio and video recording.

The authors of A Language and Culture Documentation Manual (in progress) served as lead 
instructors. Guest speakers lectured on oral storytelling, world arts and ethnobotany.

Read More

Community members plan for the future of their languages
In Mexico, a Language Cultivation Workshop brought together teams of native speakers 
from six language communities. Building on participants’ previous experience, the 
workshop introduced concepts and skills for leading language development. Each group 
applied the methods to the real-life situation in their home communities and left the 
workshop with the beginnings of a six-month plan and an assigned mentor to consult 
with during implementation.

Read More

In Peru, participants from twelve language communities came to the capital, Lima, 
for a Planning the Future of Your Language Workshop. Through engaging activities, 
participants explored issues of language vitality and ideas for keeping their languages 
thriving for future generations.

Read More
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Published in 1989, the Tai Dam-
English Dictionary was written in 
three different scripts (Lao, Tai Viet 
and Roman). A font for the Tai Viet 
script was developed by SIL's Non-
Roman Script Initiative.

sil.org/resources/software_fonts 

sil.org/resources

Webonary.org

125 dictionaries in 
development

24 posted publicly

456,000 words entered, 
averaging 3,600 per 
dictionary

SIL's online archive contains 
34,000 documents, 

representing 51% of the 
world’s living languages.

sil.org/resources

In 1952, SIL linguists  
collected recordings of the  

Ocaina language in Peru.

 What we have learned is not like any 
training we have had before. Now we 

know we can do these things ourselves. 
This training has given us wings to fly.  

—Workshop participant

http://www.sil.org/dictionaries-lexicography/rapid-word-collection-methodology
http://www.webonary.org
www.sil.org/about/news/communities-pursue-language-development-through-dictionary-workshops
http://www.sil.org/resources/software_fonts/wesay
http://keyman.com/
http://scriptsource.org/cms/scripts/page.php?item_id=script_detail&key=Deva
http://scriptsource.org/cms/scripts/page.php?item_id=script_detail&key=Beng
http://www.sil.org/about/news/dictionary-workshop-final-step-language-development-training
http://www.sil.org/about/news/supporting-communities-through-language-and-culture-documentation
http://www.sil.org/about/news/language-cultivation-course-puts-language-development-hands-community-members
http://www.sil.org/about/news/planning-future-your-language-workshop-peru
http://sil.org/resources/software_fonts
http://www.sil.org/resources
http://www.webonary.org
http://sil.org/resources


SIL International is a faith-based nonprofit organization committed to serving language communities as 
they build their capacity for sustainable language development. SIL’s service is founded on the principle 
that communities should be able to pursue their social, cultural, political, economic and spiritual goals 
without sacrificing their ethnolinguistic identity.

SIL has been an official NGO partner with UNESCO since 1993 and has had special consultative status with 
the United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) since 1997.
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Publications

Ethnologue: Languages of the World, Seventeenth Edition 
M. Paul Lewis, PhD, Gary F. Simons, PhD, Charles D. Fennig, Editors

This comprehensive reference includes descriptions of 7,479 languages 
(both spoken and signed), along with maps and statistical tables. 
New features include information on language endangerment and 
EGIDS language vitality scores. The print version of the 17th edition 
of Ethnologue is offered in three geographically-themed volumes. 
Ethnologue.com offers new products for purchase: the downloadable 
complete dataset, plus country reports and maps. 

Kankanaey: A Role and Reference Grammar Analysis 
Janet L. Allen, PhD

This is the first published work to provide a detailed description of Kankanaey, a 
language of the northern Philippines. An example of the application of the Role and 
Reference Grammar framework, this work is a significant contribution to the study of 
Philippine languages. Read More

Ensnared By AIDS: Cultural Contexts of HIV and AIDS in Nepal 
David Beine, PhD

How people make sense of illness is, in part, culturally determined. This book 
presents the first long-term field study of the cultural dimensions of HIV/AIDS in 
South Asia. It is one of the few ethnographies of HIV/AIDS to emphasize the depth 
and diversity of the people’s view and construction of the emerging illness, and is 
the only HIV/AIDS ethnography to utilize a discourse analysis (linguistic) approach. 
It will be of special interest to medical anthropologists, social epidemiologists and 
public health professionals. Read More

Developing Orthographies for Unwritten Languages 
Michael Cahill, PhD and Keren Rice, PhD, Editors 

This resource provides insights into the foundational principles of writing system 
design, including linguistic factors and social and political issues to be considered. 
Both foundational theory and specific case studies are addressed in this collection 
of eleven papers contributed by the editors and other experienced practitioners.  
Read More

 
Purchase these and other resources at sil.org/resources/publications.

http://www.ethnologue.com/ethnologue-products
http://www.amazon.com/Ensnared-AIDS-Cultural-Contexts-Nepal/dp/1556713509/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1422478148&sr=8-1&keywords=Ensnared+by+AIDS
http://www.sil.org/resources/publications/entry/58812
www.sil.org/resources/publications/entry/56046
http://www.sil.org/financial-information
www.sil.org
mailto:info_sil%40sil.org?subject=
http://www.ethnologue.com
http://www.ethnologue.com/ethnologue-products
http://www.sil.org/resources/publications/entry/58812
http://www.sil.org/resources/publications/entry/36883
http://www.sil.org/resources/publications/entry/56046
http://www.sil.org/resources/publications

